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I. The Rise and Rule of Hitler 

If someone were to ask why I am giving two lectures in 

a row instead of the traditional single lecture, I might 

give as reason an experience I had about a couple of years 

agoo It was at a university specializing in theology -- one 

that had theology as one of ·its three main divisions. It 

was in May 1970, just after the American incursion into Cam

bodia. There was student unrest all over the country and 

talk of "revolution." There was something like that going 

on at that university on the day I spoke there. My subject 

was the relationship of the Nazis and the churches, a subject, 

I had been ~old~ of spec~al interest to the people there. 

But perhaps not on that disturbed .day. The question 

period was dismal, discussion i~possible. One questioner got 

up and asked1 ""What about studen_t protest?•• It was not a 

sly question; it was quite innocent and.proceeded from pure 

ignorance, such ignoranc·e as I was totally unprepared for .in 

a middle-aged questioner. So I gave' a brief and brutal answer 

on the history of stu~ent prot~st in Germanya that loud and 

massive and effective protest existed in the period before the 

Nazis came to power and the protesters ·were Nazis, or at any 

rate mil.itant natioJ'.lalists, who exercised considerable pres

sure· on the academic establishment of the Weimar Republic -

and even more, incidentally, in the Austrian Republicr that 
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once the Nazis were in power, there was hardly any open pro

test a and that the first three of the famous group of Munich 

students who protested in pubiic against the Nazi regime and 

its war, were dead within a few days .of being caught, in 194Ja 

the rest following a few months later. 

A helpful colleague, a theologian and church historian. 

then jumped into the breach and explained that Nazi Germany 

was a police state and what that meanto I must confess I had 

taken that as read. But the incident ·showed me that one can

not take it as read any longer and that any description of 

resistance must start wiih that which is resisted. 

Also it could be that a term like "police state," being 

misused too much, has lost .its meaning and like other such 

terms -- "genocide," for instance, or "fascism•• or "totali tari-

anism," no 1ong~r conveys anything precise or ·distinct. But 

meanings and distinctions have to be kept' clear, or, if they 

have been blurred, have to be m~de clear again, not ·just for 

love of pedantry, but for the, sake of liberty, indeed of life 

itself. 

Lies work best when there .is a· grain of truth in them. 

The best precaution against being taken in, is the cultivation 

of the habit of looking for that grain of truth and trying to 

see what has been done with it. Denying or ignoring the grain 

of truth or the fa~ts of a matter may be magnificent ideology 

and rousing rhetoric, but it is no defense against the better 

liar. Hitler was probably _the best liar there ever was. 

That is one reason why we are having 1!!Q lectures, the 
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first on the police state or whatever other name we may find 

more proper for Nazi Germany, and the second on a group of 

students who opposed it .and a professor who opposed and died 

with them. 

Two lectures are a risk, on two counts. Firstly because 

St. John's does not .[Q ''history." It is not one of our liberal 

arts. We read Homer and Herodotus and Thucydidesr Vergil and 

Tacitus1 Plutarch and Gibbon; Toqueville and Marx and Tolstoi 

We read quite a lot of political philosophy. We read much 
. 

that ~ history, from the Bible to the church fathers to the 

ref.armers tci the debunkers r .from Aristotle to Rousseau and 
.. 

Kant to.Hegel and Darwin to the Documents of American political 

history, Yet we do not have "history" as a subject, or a 

discipline. 

The s·e·cond risk is rather peculiar to our moment in his

tory, now; but it is probably the lesser of the two risks, 

here. at St. John's. The temper of m•ny of the more vocal, 

more audible and visible of our contemporaries is ~-historical 

or anti-historical. There is no patience with history. It 

is regarded as "irrelevant~ -- unless, of cou~se, disjointed 

bits of it can be used, torn· from their context, as ammunition 

in some campaign. 

The two risks may, to some extent, cancel each other out. 

We cultivate, perhaps over-cultivate, rationality hereo By 

"over-cultivate" I mean a development of' the reasoning faculty 

at the expense of other faculties. The temper of our time is, 

increasingly, anti-rational and one can see what has brought 
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about this reaction1 the rebellion against the shallow, 

"functional" rationalism of the mechanised, mass-educating,. 

manipulative age. Our rationalism here, at st. John'~, is 

different -- more comprehensive -- and therefore few of us 

are driven into this reactive irrationalism, in fact most of 

us are quite good at resisting it. 

But I often sense a divorce from reality, human reality, 

psychological, political, historical reality. For instance, 

seminar discussions of Thucydides on the revolution in Cor

cyra and the attendant linguistic revolution in which "words 

had to chan~e their usual meanings" tend to be perfunctory1 

a few contemporary examples of the misuse of words by lying 

politicians or commercial salesmen will be mentioned, but the 

discussion. lacks feeling, passion, lacks, apparently, experi

ence; I mean1 lacks the quality of talk about something one 

has really experienced; it lacks the conviction that this is 

something really evil and dangerous -- and should be resisted 

or count~racted to the best of our ability. The raw material 

of experience abounds, But the mental, including the emotional; 

engagement rarely seems to take place. I cannot here go into 

the question of what the reasons for this inattention may be. 
Quantity of comment on the phenomenon of misused language 

proves nothing -- certainly does not prove a realization of · 

the seriousness of the matter. 

Neither does a concern for the purity and impeccability 

of language necessarily ensure the best politics and the most 

just and decent polity. But certain peccabilities are more 
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dangerous, some more insidious in their effects, than others. 

The more serious linguistic sins seem to me to be very closely 

related to the subject at the core of these two lecturesa 

slavery and freedom, the manipulation of men (and women, and 

childr~n) and the resistance to manipulation -- a resistance 

that is needed at all times and is always fraught with risks 

and renunciations, but which in bad times may involve the 

readiness to stake one's life. 

Does that sound somewhat exaggerated? I do not think it 

is -- but perhaps we can discuss that later. 

Now I must try and describe the indescribable and ex

plain the inexplicable. The simplest procedure may be to 

mention the ways in which politics began to impinge on me at 

the time when times were bad and getting worse. The students 

I am going·to talk about next week were roughly my vintage, 

or belonged to the same "cohort," as, I believe, the trade 
. 1 . 

now calls 1t. · They grew up at. the same time in more or less 

the same country. But I left when I was 16. 

I was born in Switzerland at th·e end of the first world 

war and grew up, or started to grow up, in Germany. I cannot 

think back to a time when politics was not in the air. I re

member ·the evidence of food shortages in my kindergarten and 

elementary school days. I remember the feeling of insecurity 

communicated by all around me when the currency collapsed, 

that is, when there was not just the sort of inflation we have 

now, but something that gall.opped away in geometric or expo-

nential progression, so that, for instance, a lawyer's or doc-
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tor's earnings of one day might not be enough to buy a loaf 

of bread the next day. 

Not long ago you could see, in the window of an antique 

shop in our Main Street,.an old German 50,000 Mark note, said 

to have been "used in Hitler's Germany." Perhaps it was used 

as wall-paper. It might be more accurate to say that it was 

used -- as money -- in pre-Hitler Germany, though I'd hate to 

refer to the Weimar Republic as just that. It was a specimen 

of the kind of money that helped to bring abou_t Hitler's Ger-· 

many. 

50,000 Marks !1Q!!. would be worth about $13,000. In "nor-

mal" times, the dollar has recently been devalued a bit --

4 Marks were a dollar. The date of issue on that 50,000 Mark 

note was 19 November 1922. The very fact that such a note was 

printed and,:put into 'circulation was, of course, a sign that 

inflat.ion had got out of hand. In the summer of 1922 the dol

lar was worth not 4 Marks, but over 400. The next summer it 

was over 4 million. And by 15 November 192) it was 4 trillion 

(4,000,000,000,000). If my reckoning is right -- but you'd 

better check it -- that 50,000 Mark note issued in November 

1922 was worth one-eighty-millionth of a dollar a year latera 

$ 1 . or 1 of a cent. That was very cheap wall-
80,000~000 800,000 -

pape~. But expensive, too. 

What it all meant, among other things, was the pauperi~a

tion and demoralization of the middle class and the partial 

destrucfion of the social fabric. 

It was in that month, November 192), that Hitler, the 
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leader of ·a tiny party •. staged his abortive putsch or coup 

d',tat in Munich, when he tried for the first time, and 

failed, to seize power. That year had also se.en communist 

attempts to seize power, in central Germanys they too were 

foiled. Hitler was sent to a comfortable prison for a while 

and used his leisure to write his book, Mein Kampf. When he 

got out again, he adopted a policy of legality and with that 

he eventually prevailed • 

.By the time I entered elementary school, ·in 1924, a new 

c.tirrency had been established and money once more was money, 

tho~gh scar.ce. .But I noticed that my t~achers were not en

thusiastic about the political system, though we dutifully and 

decorously celebrated the BOth birthday of our President. His 

name was Hindenburg and he had been a famous· field marshal:.:. 

in the world war, halting the Russian advance in East Prussia. 

Being, as it were, a personal link. between the old, pre-war 

empire and the new, post-war re~ublic, and loyal to the new 

constitution, he was a national figure acceptable to the mo

derate right and moderate left and lasted a decade as head 

of state, while chancellors, or heads of government, succeeded. 

each other at a breathtaking rate. The country had many po

litical· parties. and an election system based on proportional 

representation, so that votes were distributed across a wide 

spectrum and large number of parties, and governments had to 

be formed out of coalitions of several of them and were cor

respondingly shaky and shortlived• I also remember many 

elections during my school iia.ys and reports of violent rhetoric 
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from left and right, as well as physical violence, street 

fights, murders, assassinations. 

Then, after the Wall Street crash of 1929-with its world

wide repercussion·s, there was another economic crisis a mere 

six years after the beginning of the recovery from the earlier 

one, with a growing, an intolerable, rate of unemployment. 

It grew from 1.J million in September 1929 to J million a year 

later, to ove·r 6 million in 1931. With a total population of 

about 65·million, this meant that one in every two .families 

was hit. It was not only working class families that were so 

affected. There was for instance, much unemployment among 

academics too. The.•xtremist parties. the communists and Nazis, 

made great gains and .finally occupied more than half the seats 

in the national parliament, where they were now able to para-· 

lyze the democratic procews. They also joined, for instance, 

in a strike to paralyze the transport. system of Berlin.. Other/

wise they could fight each other to the death, and did, with 

casualties on both sides, despite the general strategy of the 

communists at that time to treat the Social Democrats as their 

enemy No. 1 -- whom they called "social fascists" for the 

purpose -- and to flirt with the possibility of a Nazi vic~ory 

as a promising prelude to a communist takeover. All this im

pinged of course, on a Berlin school childr the transport 

strike, the posters, the polarization, the cQabination of both 

extremes against the middle, and the weakness and apparent 

helplessness of the middle. 

When President Hindenburg appointed Hitler Reich Chancellor 
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on JO January 19JJ, he was acting ln accordance with the let

ter and perhaps even the spirit of the constitution. Hitler's 

party, the National Socialist German Workers' Party (or "Mar.is" 

for short, to distin&ulsl'I them from the "Sozis," or Social 

Democrats), was by then the strongest party in the country, 

with about one-third of the vote; the Soc'ial Democrats had 

only one-fifths ·the communists one•sixths the Catholic Gen~ 

ter Party, together with its Bavarian affiliate, about the 

same. And there were many_gthers, but all of them had less 

than 10% of the vote, the largest of them the Nationalists, 8.8% 

Hitler became the head of a coalition government. I still re

member seeing the faces of these gentlemen in an evening pa-

per that carried the announcement. 

No-one.knew wha:t it meant. I was somewhat scared, for I 

had read Hitler's book. I had had to do it secretly, at night, 

with a flashlight under the bedclothes, for my parents, like 

many other respectable people, ~egarded it as pornographic -

which indeed in a manner of speaking it was. Also it was very 

longs and that was probably why very few people read it, 

though once its author had become the ruler of the land, it wa~ 

widely and compulsorily distributed, for instance, as;presen.t 

to newly-weds, bound like a bible. But that did not, of 

course, ensure its perusal. 

Before saying anything about what I had found in that 

book, let me, quickly, give you an account of the rest of my. 

Berlin schooldays, to show how life at school changed in the 

17 months ·before I left. There was much talk of national 
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solidarity and the Community of the People. There were changes 

in personnel and in the curriculum. And there was a dramatic 

rate of attrition. My own class was reduced by more than 
. 

half probably because girls (it was a girls' school I went 

to) or their parents thought that since the new regime had set 

its face against too much academic education for women (who 

were not to exceed 10% of university enrolment), it was hardly 

worth struggling through more Latin and trigonometry and the 

rest •. up to the rather stiff school leaving exam which was 

normally taken at tB • 

. The teaching personnel changed in two waysa there were a 

few dismissals, of Jews -- we had very few Jews at my schoola 

and our English teacher, who was a Jew, was at first said not 

to be subje.ct to dismissal because he had not only served in 

the war but had even been shot in the heada but eventually he 

left all the same and the next English teacher was ~ess good1 

and that one was in due course r~placed by an even worse one, 

a teacher trainee. The other change among the teachers was a 

change of tone and colour. A very few revealed themselves as 

Nazis which, they said, they had been all along but could only . 

now, at last, openly avow to be. (On the whole the school had 

been vaguely nationalistic, but far from Nazi.) Others toed 

the new line as best they could and exhibited varying degrees 

of cravenness or caution or dignity, enthusiasm or moderation 

or reserve. Many new things were reguired1 the Hitler salute 

at the beginning of classes, attendance at new·national cele

brations that prol:iferated and at which you had, _of course, 
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to stand at attention (with upraised arm) when the new national 

anthem was played and sung, the old marching song of the Nazi 

movement, with text by one Horst Wessel, sayings "Raise the 

flag, close the ranks, we stormtroopers march in firm and ·) "1 

steady tread. Comrades shot by the Reds and Reactionaries are 

marching on with us." It was the battle song of the new revo

lution. 

So there was all that. And there were changes in such 

subject.s as history and science. Let me take biology, for 

that is where I had my brief hour of glory. I had not done 

well with the dissection of tulips and the like. But I shone 

once biology was converted into race biology. Not only was 

there Mendel's law, about which my father had told me before 

(only that its implications and application were now rather 

different from what I had gathered from him) -- ~. and this 

is where the real fun came in, we now learnt about the German 

races -- "Aryan," of course, all of them. There were six, .if 

I remember correctly, ranging in excellence from the Nordic 

to the East Baltic. Nordic was best because Nordic man had 

created almost all the culture there was and he had qualities 

. of leadership. The Mediterranean race was also quite good 

(for after all there had been ancient Greeks and Romans and 

there were modern Italians, good fascists, full of leadership.) 

The Mediterranean race could most easily be memorized as a 

smaller, lightweight, and darker version of the Nordic& what 

they had in common were the proportions of their skulls and 

faces '(long, narrow skull, long face) and the characteristic 
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way of standing on one leg, with no weight on the other, 

one standing and one playing l~g, as a literal translation 

of the German. names for them would have it. Such legs could 

be seen in Greek statues and such were the legs of Nordic 

man. Now the Falic race was the next best. It shared many 
·, 

of the sterling qualities of the Nordic -- highmindedness and 

the rest -- but could be distinguished from it by the fact 

that it stood, squarely, on two legs. No playleg there. 

Also its face was a bit broader. That race lacked, somewhat, 

the fire of Nordic man, or let us say the thumos, but made 

up for it by solidity and staying power. The colour scheme 

was fairly nordic, blond .hair, blue eyes. So was that of the 

East Baltic race whose virtues were less marked that those of 

the Nordic and the Falic and whose features were less dis-

tinguished, ·including a broader skull· and a broadish nose. I 

could not quite make out the use of this race, unless it was, 

perhaps, territorial, to keep th~ Slavs out. The Slavs were 

not a German race. Then there was a German race that looked, 

one mi:ght say, a bit Jewish, or perhaps Armenian, but it was 

neither. It was Dinaric and seemed to be much the same as 

what earlier classifications had called Alpine. Indeed this 

race dwelt in the mountains. It looked sturdy enough, but 

not as prepossessing as the Nordics. and its head had awkward 

mea::rnrernt~rrt~u Di.n:lr.i.c ma.n had '.i prominent nos·~ .~nd not much 

back to his head o But he had a redeeming feature 1 · he was 

musical. 

Now all this, of course, was good clean fun and easy to 
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' 
visualize and memorize. Indeed there were visual aids1 pic-

tures of well-known personag~s to help recognition and memo

rization• Hindenburg for th~ Falic race, somebody like Haydn 

for the Dinaric, Caesar for the Mediterranean. Then there 

was a picture of Martin Luth$r. the great Germ.an Reformer. and 

I forget now what race he wa$ said to represent. To me he 

looked Slavic. But.that, of course, could not be. I suppose 

he was declared a darker type of East Bal tic or Falic·. All 

this was child's play, and this child played it with zest and 

success• 

History was harder.. You could not inwardly laugh ~ 

off and outwardly play it as a parlor game. You had to learn, 
". 

or appear to learn, appear to make your own to some e~tent, 

in some way; at least -- you had to read, say, and write the 

things that :h~d ~een neglected .or "falsified" in the Weimar 

Republic of evil memory, under "the System• {"in der Systemzeit.~ 

as the Nazis referred to it). N~w textbooks could not be 

brought out overnight. So we were all given a short brochure 

on contemporary history, the.recent and most "relevant" .period 

of Germ&ln and European. and world history. It started ,with the 

German surrender at the end of the world war {there was.only 

one then; so it needed no number), a surrender brought about 

by trickery ab~oad and treason at home, by President Wilson's 

14-point peace proposal and the stab in the back of the un- . 

defeated German army, a piece of treachery committed by Jews. 

Marxists, and Catholics feckless folk, with international 

ties. These traitors then set up their system of abject sur-
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render abroad and iniquity and immorality at home. They ac

cepted the shame:f'Ul peace treaty of Y.ersailles. which not only 

saddled Ge.rmany with sole responsibility for the war. (in 

Article 231, which Germ.ans called the "war guilt clause• or 

"war guilt lie") 2 but also provided for the payment -- virtually 

in perpetuity -- of quite crippling reparation~ •. Germany was 

-unilaterally disarmed (whereas Wilson had envisaged universal 

disarmament) and was f~rst blockaded by the British -- after 

the ces·sation of hostilities -- to enforce submission, and 

then, in 192J, invaded by the French, who marched into the 

Ruhr. valley to seize German coal and steel production as re-. ~ . 

paration payments were 111 arrears. '·It was reparations that 

caused the economic misery during the republican 14 years of 

shame. Attempts to revise the reparations schedule to make 

it more tolerable were fruitless and fraudulent. The last 

revision provided for the.spreading of payments until 1988 
' ' 

and the country was dying in the. attempt to do the· victors' 
' . 

bidding, The nation would have t·o stand together and rally 

round the Buehrer -- or the •people's Chancellor,• as he was 

then still called to throw off the shackles of Versailles. 

The cover of this brochure had a muscular worker on it, 

stripped to the waist and bursting his chains. 

We also learnt about the parts of Germany that had been 

taken away by the Treaty of Versailles. that dictated peace, 

and about the Germans that languished under foreign domination. 

We learnt that German defencelessness .was further aggravated 

by the geographic position of the country• surrounded by hos-
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tile powers. Thus a bombing plane could take off from France 

and fly right across Germany and land in Czechoslovakia, with

out refuellin~. The lesson was brought home by air raid ex-

. ercises. They were not very realistic, but they were educa

tive. I stili ~emember leading my little troop of classmates 

to their several homes, staying close to th~.houses, as in

structed, to avoid exposure to imagined falling shrapnell and 

flying glass. That was in the first.year or so of Hitler's 

power, five or six years before his war. It was useless, of 

course, as an exercise in air raid precautionsr but it was 

useful for ·romenting fear and a spirit of national defence. 

It also showed. that the Czechoslovak Republic, even if mili

tarily it amounted to no more than an aircraft base, was the 

power that enabled France -- or plane& based in France .-- to 

bomb the wl)ole of Germany. And in addition.-- but this point 

was not given too much prominence until four years later, in 

the crisis leading up to the M~ich settlement that dismem

bered the Czechoslovak Republic -- in addition the country was 

a political entity in which six-and-a-half million Czechs held 

over ) million Germans in subjection, as second-class citizens. 

Cl.early the Sudeten region had to be united with Germany. 

so·much for what was taught in class and done in extra

mural exercises under the responsibility of the school. But 

there was one .other thing I should mention. Schools were o

bliged to take their pupils to certain films, propaganda films 

that were being shown commercially. So, obediently, our class 

went to see the movie "Hitlerjunge Quex," the story of a Hit-
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ler Youth of th.e working class whose father was a communist 

and whose mother was long-suffering and tried to cope with 

conditions and her husband, but in the end attempted suicide, 

by gas, from misery and despair. Quex (who was a very idea

lized version of an actual Hitler Y.outh who had been killed) 

first belonged to· a communist youth group, as was natural in 

view of his home background. But on one occasion, one excur

sion, he was so revolted by their beastly ways, that he ran 

away, ran through the woods, and came upon t~e camp of a Nazi 

youth group which instantly and deeply impressed him as his 

own and the country's salvation. {It was a sunrise scene, 

to make sure we all got the point.) Here were shining faces, 

clean limbs, real c~mradeship, purpose, discipline, dedication, 

and hope. So he jolned the Hitler Youth and·was active, devo

tedly active· in the distribution of leaflets. and all. that. 

He continued, of course to live with his parents in the wor

king class district of Berlin. And one day, at dawn, the 

communists took their revenge and. his particular personal en~ 

emy, a brute of a man, pursued him· throiigh the deserted 

streets -- also through the maze. of an an"aa~ment park, a very 

effective, macabre, cinematic touch that~ and long be:f'ore .. :lU 

Third Man -- and finally caught up with him and knifed him. 

But Quex died for the cause, and when his friends found him, 

on the point of death, and propped him up, he raised his right 

arm in a salute to the German future and the camera swung up 

~o the clouds and the sound track into the- marching song of 

Hitler Youth, with the lines •the ·flag leads us into eternity, 
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the flag is more than death ... 

The trouble was twofolds that the film was most effec

tive and affecting (however corny it may sound as I now tell 

it) and it was made with terrific competence and with the 

participation of some very good actorsr and secondly that 

,the school was under an obligation not only to take us to it, 

but also to discuss it with us. So we had our class discus

sion. I do riot remember much about it except for the fact 

that I decided.to play the part of aesthetic ~nd dramatic 

critic, arguing that, powerful though the movie was, it could 

have been even better if it had been less black and white 

(metaphorically speaking), if it had had more nuances, more 

human diversity and verisimilitude. Why did i take that line? 

In order not to embarrass or endanger our teacher who was 

leading the· ··discussion, who, I had reason to. believe, was 

very unhappy ab9ut the Nazis, and who was.a .widow with two 

children for whom she had to provide. 

Then there was a film about -Joan of Arc, replete with 

horrors of the Hundred Years' War. It exposed the sadism of 

the British and the brutality of the Catholic clergy. On 

that occasion I objected to the screening of atrocities; and 

that was· about as far as one could go and get away with it. 

Soon after, I got out of the country and cannot speak 

any further from personal experience about what subsequently·· 

became pos.sible and impossible. 

Now "impossible" is a term that strictly speaking brooks 

no· comparison. So let us look at some of the laws that· 
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expression and of assembly and of organization and action. 

Whatever laws may exist, and be enforced, it is, of course, 

still possible to do some of the things that are forbidden1 

but it becomes less likely that people will do them, becau~e 

the penalties are painful. In a police state they really 

are inflicted. - Actually, Nazi Germany became something even 

worse than a police stateJ because Hitler's shock troops,, 

the SS, not only permeated and took charge of the police, 

but came to have a whole empire and fields of activity to 

themselves, outside the reach and control of the police, and 

the army. It was the SS that ran the concentration camp~ 

and extermination camps and the campaign to improve the health 

of the nation (or the national economy) by k.illlng the in ... 

curable. f-hey were not hampered by the law but acted di· 

rectly on Fuehrer•s Oi'ders, something beyond:the law. 

But I am anticipating. Let me mention some of the lawa 

that were passed and enforced. 

The first and most fundamental of them was .the Decree 

of the Reich President for the Protection of the People and 

the State. It was promulgated on 28 Pebruary 19JJ, four 

weeks after Hitler had become Chancellor and the day after the 

burning of the Reichstag building by arson. A young Dutch 

anarchist boasted of the deed and was eventually sentenced 

to death by the Supreme Court. Ostensibly th~ decree was di

rected against communist acts of violence. In fact it was 

used against all who could be said to be endangering the State, 
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including, for instance, members of the cler~ who made bold 

to continue to preach and practise Christianity. It ltOt 

only tightened up· provisions or increased penalties under 

the criminal code for such offences as treason, arson, the 

use of explosives, and the taking of hosta~es. But it alsQ. 

suspended "until further notice" a number of basic rights --
. , 

and it remained in .effect until the end of Hitler's rule. 

Three weeks later, on 21 March t93J, there was a Decree 

"for the defence of the government of national resurgence .. 

against malicious attacks." (It is the word Ernebung I am 

translating here as "resurgence.• The word can also mean 

uprising, but also uplift and elevation. T. s. Eliot found 

it untranslatable or c·hose to treat it as such in "Burnt 

Norton," the first of the Four Quariets, published, l think_, 

in 19J51 an:d showing an amazing remote~ess from_ or insensi

tivity to the world and language of pc;>lit,ics. I am sure he 

neither meant harm nor intended a sinister joke.when he 

wrote the passage about 

E~heb~ng without motion, __ concentration 

without elimination ••• J ··-,, 

and this at a time when the strongest connotation of Erhtl!mg 
• f 

was not· elation or elevation. but the revolution enacted by 

the Nazi Movements and when concentration camps had been 

instituted by that Movement -- the first of them in March 

19:33 ·- precisely for the elimination ot undesirables. The 

London Times had a very goo~ co~responde~t in Germany and 

Mr. Eliot must surely have read that paper occasionally.) 
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So the Decree ·of 21 March t93J was to protect the govern

ment "of national resurgence1" and what the word Erhebung in 

the title meant and the text of the decree spelt out was that 

this protection of the law was not only for the government 

but also for the "organizations supportiqg it." It was the 

protection of government and party organ~zations against •mal•. 

ice" -- and "malice" was construed to include factual state-

ments that were false or badly distorted. This decree was 

very effective·in silencing criticism. 

The Nazis even tried to sile·nce foreign critic ism -- and 

to some extent succeeded. They had means of pressure and per

suasion even abroad. They had hostages at home -- for instance 

the half million German Jews. The one-day boycott of Jewish 

shops and businesses on 1 April 19J) was presented as an act 

of retalia'tion and warning against Jewish-insti.gated atrocity 

propaganda abroad. (Where sensationalism had, indeed, occa

sionally got the be.tter ot factual reporting.) 

On 24 March 193J there ·~· the Enabling Bill,· passed by 

parliament and limiting its r~ghta in favor of the executive. 

This was the "Law to alleviate the sufferings of the People 

and State." I am translating the title or the law as best I 

can -- though the word ".f!2!," here rendered as "sufferings," 

or perhaps I should say "plight?"• is another of those many

facetted and multi-level German words, with meanings ranging 

from "misery" to "em~rgency." (I won't here go into Wagne.r's 

use of the word.) This Behebung (literally• 
I 

lifting1 or al-

leviation) Behebung der ttot· yon Volk UQd Staat demanded· 
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stro11g measures and the government's hand was to be strength

ened against potential paralysis by parliament. There were 

still parties in that parliament, though the communists, after 

having done quite well in the elections of 5 March, were pre

vented from taking their'seats, These elections, now far from 

free.though they were, still only gave the Nazis 44~ of the 

vote, But by mid-July all other parties were aboliahed and it 

may have had symbolic signiticance that the "Law against the 

formation of new parties." the law instituting the one-party 

state, was promulgated on t4 July ,19J). On the same day there 

was a law on·plebiscites, which could now be coupled with e

lections, The one-party rule was further buttressed by a law, 

of 1 December 19)J,. "to safeguard the unit.Y o~ party an4 State, 

Meanwhile there were also certain administrative measures 

and reorganizations, There was something called Gleichschal

l!ll!& -- a term.taken ~rom mechanics and meaning synchroni

zation or co-ordination, or bringing into line. Gleichschal-

. tung was applied to constitutional and administrative stream

lining, as in the laws of March and April 1933, for the 

Gleichschaltung der Laender mit dem Reich, that is, the co-. 

ordination of the Laender, or States, with the Reich, or na

tional ·government and administration. It was aimed at cent~al~ 

ization and the weakening or abolition of powers enjoyed by 

the states constituting Bismarck's Reich and the Weimar Re

public. 

Perhaps I should add another word to our glossary1 

Reich. It means realm or kingdom or empire. The Holy Roman 
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Empire was, in German, Das Heilige Roemische Reich. It was 

finally and officially abolished by Napoleon, in 1806. When 

Bismarck united Germany in 18?1, he founded the second Ger

man Reich, or empire. The official name of the Weimar Repub

lic wa.s also Deutsches Reich, but the Nazis did not count 

that and adopted the name Third Reich to describe their own 

though not officially, not in international discourse. 

But Reich, as I said, could also mean "kingdoa," as in 

Reich Gottes "the kingdom of God" -- and it was this over

tone that Hitler played on when he ended a long speech at nis 

first big public appearance after his inauguration as Reich 

· Chancellor with a long sentence affirming his faith in the 

German people and the resurrection of the nation and "the 

new German Reich of greatness and honour and power and glory. 

and righteousne~s. Amen."4 Yes, he saids "Amen." It wa~ 
an allusion to, and a secular usurpation or,· the Protestant 

ending of the Lord's prayer. Compare this tastelessness and 

blasphemy with the editing of a ·sentence in John Kennedy's 

inaugural address, which went through many drafts. The fir,st 

draft had a sentence that rans "We celebrate today not a 

victory of party, but the sacrament of democracJ•" In the i 

final text this becamea "We observe today not a victory of 

party but a celebration of freedom." 5 The blasphemy was 

edited out. Hitler, unlike Kennedy a lapsed Catholic, pro

bably thought references to nationai resurrection and invo

cations of power and glory (of the German Reich, not the 

Reich Gottes) would appeal to the Protesiant majority of the 
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country -- which was much more nationalist than the Catholics -

and whose support he needed. 

But to return to Gleichschaltung for a moment1 it was 

not only L1ender that were being co-ordinated with the Reich, 

but other organizations were also brought into line, and th~ . 

term was also used for the change of orientation or thinking, 

certainly of all expression of thinking (though this meaning 

was not in official use, only inofficiala it often cropped .. 

up in -private comment .by critics of the regime). Not only 

were laws passed for the rigid control of all cultural acti~ 

vities and the press and radio, not only-was there a law a-, 

gainst "malice," but all language bacame subject to "regula

tion" -- explicit in the ministries and in instructions to 

editors, but conveyed quite clearly by implication to the 

general public too. This Sprachregelung was extremely ef

:fecti ve and of a thoroughness now almost unimaginable. Even 

George Orwell can hardly give one an idea ·or the pervasive

ness of it or of the feel of a linguistic universe in which 

things could no longer be called by their proper names. This 

was why all :forms of non-verbal communication became so very 

important. Let me give you two examples to illustrate this. 

Let us take the word "murder." It was taboo for actions 

of the government. When,iin the bloody purge of the summer 

of 1934, the Nazis murdered Erich Klausener, the head of the 

Catholic Action, they announced it as suicide. Mr. Klein 

recently gave me the issue of the paper of the Diocese of 

B.erlin reporting Klausener•s death. 6 The front cover is oc-
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cupied by his picture under the title of the paper and its 

emblem, a lamb with the inscription "Behold the Lamb of God," 

in Latin. On the next page there is the announcement of his 

unexpected death on JO June 1934 (and everyone knew the mean

ing of that date), the requiem mass for him in the ~resence 

of the Bishop and all the members of the chapter of the Ca

thedral of st. Hedwig, an address by the Bishop, anm the bur

ial of the ashes -- (ashes) --, with all liturgical obser

vances, in consecrated ground. The page after that carries 

the Bishop's last salute to t·he deceased, and then there are 

five more pages of obituaries. Not a word about murder, 

Not a word about suicide. But the fact that the ashes -- the 

Nazis had evidently thought it wiser.to cremate the body -

were given· Christian burial and that the funeral was a gr~at 

event in the Ca~holic diaspora of Berlin, gave the lie to the 

Nazi version of his death. But such publicity was not to be 

possible much longer. · 

Ten years later, after the .failure of the attempt of 20 

July 1944 to kill Hitler and oust the Nazis, there were ser

ies of secret show trials of the conspirators. This may be 

a contradiction in terms, but I can explain• admission to the 

trials·and reports on them were completely controlled. The 

"show" aspect is harder to explain, but it was real enougha 

those trials were filmed and the film was !ntended to be 

shown after suitable editing. Very little of it survives 

after editing by Goebbels and the Allies, The most moving 

moment in what those two sets of censors and the vicissitudes 
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of war spared, comes in a sequence when one of the defendants, 

in order to ·explain why he took part in the conspiracy, re~ 

ferred to "the many murders" -- only·to be instantly inter

rupted by the presiding judge, yelling, with pretended in

credulity (or perhaps .he could really not believe his ears)a, 

"Murders?" He then subjedted the defendant to screaming a

buse and asked him whether he was not breaking down under ~he 

weight of his villainy. The accused, as far as I could tell 

from the film, wanted .to.treat this as a rhetorical questions 

but when the judge insisted on an answer, yes or no, paused 

for.a moment and then, quietly~ saids "No." After which 

there was further loud invective· from the judge.7 The defen

dant was sentenced to death and hanged. Many were sentenced 

to death· and hanged in those trials. But ve.ry few were able 

to say $.nything. so clear and unsettling to the regime as this 

man with his explicit mention of murders and· his final .lie• 

So there was this careful regulation of language and 

there were laws circumscribing people's freedom ot action and 

of expression. All the laws I mentioned before were enacted 

in Hitler's first year of power. I shall just mention a few 

that came later. President Hindenburg finally died, having 

been very doddery .before, in early August 1934. On 1 August 

19J4 there was a law on the office of Head of State and it 

united the offices of President and Chancellor. Hitler now 

had them both. On the next day a new oath was administered 

to the armed forces, sworn personally to the new Commander

in-Chief, "the Fuehrer of the German Reich and People, Adolf 
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Hitler." In March 1935 there was an armed forces law, intro

ducing conscription. The Treaty of Versailles had limited 

the size of the German army to 100,000 men and sti~ulated 

long periods of service in order to prevent the training of 

large numbers of short-term recruits. It was that small and 

highly professio.nal army that now served as nucleus of the 

new. 

In September of that same year, 1935, the so-called 

Nuernberg Laws were passed by the Reichstag which was meet-. 

ing not in Berlin but in the city where the annual party 

ral.lies were held. '£hese laws, one relating to citizenship 

and one to·::the protection of German bl.ood and honour (this 

was the wording of the title) deprived Jews of certain civil 

and social right.a, including the right to marry anyone but 

J.ews or to· have extramarital intercourse with gentiles. Jews 

(and other undesirables) had already been.eliminated from the 

civil service by·the law for the "restoration ·or the profes~ 

sional civil service" passed in ·April 1933. By the way1 in 

1935 it was still possible for Jews to leave the country .. 

But there was the problem of where to go and how to find a 

livelihood. This may illustrate it1 the American immigration 

quota for Germany was not fully taken up until 19J8. After 

the pogrom of November t9J8, that German quota had a waiting 

list. Professional discrimination and economic disabili~ies 

had been increasing before, but i t:··,was only the excesses of .. 

November 1938 -- staged after the fatal shooting of a German 

diplomat in Paris by a y-oung Polish Jew -- that made it clear 
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that worse might be in store. There was a policy of mounting 

discrimination, then of segregation, finally, during the war, 

of deportation to the East, and of extermination. But that 

was .!l.Q! promulgated in a law. On the contrary, it was a 

state secret and carried out administr~tivaly, Most of th~ . 

victims of that last phase were not German.:Jews, but Palisi\, 

Russian, and other Jews from all over Hitler's Europe, 

The expansion of the Reich began with the annexation of 

Austria in March 1938 and the law bearing the curious title 

"Law on the reunification of Austria with the Reich," Wha'f; .. 

was being united was the country of Hitler's birth and the 

country he adopted and which adopted him with such catastrophic 

consequences for itself and for. the world. Hitler actually 

·became a.German citizen less than a year before he became .. · 

German Chancellor, The dodge to get· him naturalized was his 

appointment by some of his sympathizers and purely on paper •.. 

of course, as a civil servant of the litt·le sta·te of Bruns

wick, in order to enable him to run in the Presidential e

lection of March 1932, a few days later. The American consti-

tut1on seems a' bit more careful in that respect. 

There were many Austrians and many Germans who wanted 

the Anschlus§, the joining of the two countries. But the 

peace· treaties after the world war forbade it. Many liberals 

had wanted itr but perhaps the conditions of 1938 were ~ot. 

the most propitious. Propitious or no, they brought about 

the Greater German Reich (as distinct from Bismarck's Lesser 

Germany that had excluded Austria) and a flanking threat to 
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Czechoslovakia. That country was dismembered a few months 

after. 

All this happened in a state of peace, The state of war 

did not come about until September 1939 when Hitler, having 

made a pact with Stalin, marched into Poland. without a de

claration of war,, but •returning (Polish) fire,• as the offi

cial German communique had it. Poland was subdued and par-,,, 

titioned between the Germans and the Russians. France fell 

the following summer, after neutral Denmark, Norway, Holland, 

Belgium, and Luxembo'l,lrg, That was the stage at which Hitle~'s 

ally Mussolini joined in. Hitler failed to invade Britain 

but instead invaded Russia in June 1941. Japan and America 

, entered the war in December of that year, over two years a~

ter its b~ginning, It did not end in Europe, until the Amer~ 

icans and t:he Russians met in the middle of Germany in May 

1945, and in Asia until two atom bombs had been dropped on, 

Japan, in August 1945. 

Did all this happen because .people had not taken the pre

caution of reading Hitler's book? Not solely1 though it 

might have helped with some of their decisions if they had 

done so. 

Hitler's strongest card was the Treaty of Ver~ailies. ,_ 

His initial strength and his support in the period of con• 

solidation.of power came from the German sense of national 

injury and the real grievances. So long as he was just seen 

as the man who was working, by hook or by crook, for the re

vision or abolition of that treaty, he had support for his 
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foreign policy far beyond the ranks of his own party. Peo

ple were willing to .. allow some of the more distasteful 

components of his domestic policy for the sake of the liber

ation of the country from the shackles of Versailles. 

The first move in that direction came during Hitler's 

first year in power, in October 19JJ, when he took Germany 

out of the League of Nations as a protest against continued 

discrimination against Germany in the disarmament negotia

tions. He got this step endorsed by a plebiscite combined 

with new elections (only one party now to choose from) 

and.the result was indeed more favourable than the 44% of the 

previous March, more than twice as good. Before the voting~ 

to show the people and the world that Hitler had the backing 

of the greatest sages in the land and of the academic es

tablishment, there were declarations of support (entitled, .. 

"Bekenntnisse," or confessions of faith) from representatives 

of that establishment, including, for instance, the theolo

gian Hirsch at Goettingen and the philosopher Heidegger at 

Freiburg, both Rectors of their universities. 8 The declara-

tions were enthusiastic, bo•bastic, and.nauseating. The 

language in which they were couched was very German and v-ir

tually untranslatable. The "official" translations appended 

for foreign readers cannot have impressed the world with the 

efficiency of the German translation industry. I shall not 

try now to improve on them but content myself with saying 

that when I made Miss Brann read the German text to me while 

I checked the official translation, she lost her customary 
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composure and delicacy forbids mention of the number of let

ters in the word she used to give utterance to her reaction. 

Actually I did not think the word either appropriate or ade

quate and shall refer to the matter as the Hirsch-Heidegger 

syndrome. By that I denote the abdication of political re- .. 

sponsibility and the intoxication with high-sounding and 

meaningless words1 the use of language not in an attempt to 

get at the truth of a political matter, but to glorify the 

winds of change or the march of history or the peoplehood of 

a people or the leadership of such· a leader. When this is 

done by a Heidegger in somewhat substandard heideggerian Ger

man, it is a very, very bad thing. 

He soon relented, of courses he may even have repente~. 

As Ernst .Nolte, one of his students, later turned historian 

and a great .. authority on fascism, put it in an essay on the. 

types of behaviour among academic teachers in the Third Reioha 

"It was not long before Heidegger, with his turn T.o Hoelderlin, 

joined the widespread tend~.ncy to retreat from t; .:r National 

Socialist reality ••• "9 Nolte, incidentally, dOe$ not think 

that Heidegger was so lamentably subject to the ~revailing .. 

mental climate because of his philosophy. He does not consi

der the· possibility, which I regard as a probability, that 

Heidegger's lack of mental resistance may have been due to 

his relationship with language. It is my feeling that it must 

have been his linguistic tin e~r that failed to warn n,im of .... 

people who spoke Hitler's language. 

And the students? One m·ust not and one cannot general~ 



ize -- but they were, on the whole, well ahead of the general 

development, in the vanguard. Nazi students took the lead 

and won the votes in the elections to student organizations 

long before Hitler seized power aad Professor Heidegger saids 

"Let not theses and ideas be the rules of your beingl The 

Fuehrer himself and he alone is the German reality and law, 
. 10 today and in the future." To some extent it 1.! true to say 

that "National Socialism came to power as the party of you~n.•11 

But it is not the whole truth. I shall try to go into that 

a little more next time. 

I am sorry to end on such a negative note today. But . 

the ~irsch-Heidegger syndrome was, unfortunately, significant, 

and fairly widespread, and Nazi student activism not only 

followed and accompanied. but preceded it. Youth was in the. 

· vanguard of'.-the Nazi movement and revolution. Also the 

average age of the representatives and leaders of that party_ 

was well below that of other parties, a fact.from which the 

Social Democrats, in particular,,suffered acutely• They 

lacked dynamisms the Nazis had it. 

Next Friday I shall try to show how six members of the, 

universtty of Munich. five students and one professor, thought 

and felt and acted in the midst·of that dynamism • 

• 
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II. The Case of the White Rose 

':.:!·:;;~ The negative note I finished on last Friday concerned 

the German universities, whose student organizations were 

captured by Nazi activists long before Hitler and his party 

captured the chancellorship and command posts of the country 

and established a police state 1 or rather something even be

yond a police state. There was also that rather appalling 

phenomenon I called the "Hirsch-Heidegger syndrome," an in

toxication1 a passing intoxication, perhaps, certainly in 

the case of Heidegger~ but none the less real and productive 

.of real con$equences ~t the time. In Heidegger's case I 

suggested that the loss of sobriety may have been due to the 

patient's relationship with language, that is, not with h.1is 

philosophy,· but with his failure to test words used in the 

political context for their meaning ~nd implications. 
. . 

The appeals by prominent representatives of the academic 
,· ' , : . 

estabiishment to the German electorate to vote for Hitler 

after his first significant step.in foreign affairs, leaving 

the League of Nations, were, as I mentioned, printed and 
. . . -

translated and also disseminated abroad, as "Bekenntnisse," 

confessions of faith, in the new Germany and its leader 

Adolf Hitler. 

Let me quote you the official preface to thls collection 

of "confessions" by leading academics. I shall quote it in 

the official translation, for that, after all, was what the 

wider world read, It is a bit t~nny, but I shall then say 

roughly what it meant. It was headed "An Appeal to the In

telligentsia of the World" and ran1 
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All science is inextricably linked with the mental 
character of the nation whence it arises. The 
stipulation for the successful scientific work,i8• 
therefore, an unlimited scope of mental develop
ment and the cultural freedom of the nations. Only 
from t.he co-operation of the scientific culture of 
all nations -- such as is born from and peculiar 
to each individual nation -- there will spring the 
nation-uniting power of science. Unlimited mental 
development and cultural freedom of the nations 
can only thrive on the basis of equal rights, equal 
honour, equal political freedom, that is to say, 
in an atmosphere of genuine, universal peace, On 
the basis of this conviction German science appeals 
to the intelligentsia of the whole world to cede 
their understanding to the striving German nation -
united by Adolf Hitler -- for freedom, honour, 
~tistice and peace, to the same extent as they would 
for their own.12 

There are troubles with the translation of this document, 

of course. It is not very English. For "science," for 

instance, read scholarship, or learning. For other words it 

is harder. to substitute English equivalents, for in some 

cases there-are none. The German original of what became the 

~ental character of the nation" was something called 

"geistige Art des Volkes,tt and that bristles with difficulties 

and booby-traps. Not only because the word "~" had on the 

one hand its denotation of "people" (and there was and is no 

other word for~), on the other hand it had connotations 

of !•rac~." But also a once harmless word like ttArt " meaning -· 
"kind" (or perhaps even "character" as the official trans

lation put it) had ceased being harmless and now had a racial 

overtone as well, a matter later made quite clear in racial 

legislation which used the term "artfremd,• or alien, to re

fer to alien blood • 

.But the gentle reader abroa¢l could not know this and was 
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served.u~ to him in this document and others. What did get 

across, though, was the plea for equal rights, egµal honour,. 

equal freedom -- that is• the plea for an end to discrimina

tion against Germany. (It was over the matter of persistent 

discrimination in the disarmament negotiations that Hitler 

had taken Germany out of the League of Nations.) This plea 

for "equality" had a tremendous effect abroad, It really 

did seem no more than fair, and perhaps even aiming at a more 

properly balanced international stabilit_y (the ngenuine, unitiii 

versal peace". of the translation). 

But also equal rights, honour, and freedom meant allow

ing Germany to conduct her domestic affairs her own way. 

That, too, co.uld be presented and seen as no more than the 

right that ·91 ther was or should be the right of !!lI country. 

The nation state ~· after all a_nd it still is -- the 

effective political unit. And it was only a country consti

tuted or re-constituted after the first world war, like Po

land, that had speci~l clauses on the protection of minori

ties, notably Jews, written into its peace treaty. 13 But 

then Poland was a country with a large Jewish population and 

a bad history of· anti-Semitism. Germany's Jewish population 

was small and German anti-Semitism no worse than anybody 

else's indeed until the 1920s Germany attracted Jews from 

Poland and Russia, because it was such a civilised country. 

Let me here interpolate something that is in a curious, 

a mysterious way both central ~nd peripheral to the story of 
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it should have been peripheral may strik~ you as odd. But 

on the practical plane it really was1 the other nations did 

not go to war with Hitler or fight the Germans to save the 

Jews. And it is a mistake •. a serious mistake, to concentrate 

on the fate of the Jews in that drama to the exclusion of 

all else. It is an understandable m~stake, because regarded 

-as a people the Jews did have the heaviest losses propor

tionately to their number. The ·Poles were only decimated, 

that is, they lost about one-tenth of their population. The 
. . 

··Russians, even by their own accounts, only lost 20 million 

people. But of the -roughly 11 ·mill.ion European Jews between 

·four-and-a-half and 6 million -- about half -- were done to 

death by the Nazis. 14 The exact figure is hard to establish. 

And it is not the thing that matters most. What ·does is th• -
Jewish experience of forsakenness -- and that can never be 

brought home to non-Jews by numbers. 

But neither must it be allowed to perpetuate Hitler's 

heresy. What was that heresy? That genealogy is the only 

true theologya that it is by the blood of a "race" that we 

are saved or damned. 

That whole sad ·chapter of ·history has been vulgarized in 

a number of ways. The saddest of them is the vulgarization 

that falls into Hitler's own trap, his own way of publicly 

presenting or misrepresenting what he was really afters the 

vulgarization that sees that conflict as one of Jews and gen

tiles, or •Aryans .. as the Nazis called them• or as one of 



Jews and Christians. That last mistake even the Nazis did 

not make1. on the contrary, they.were so concerned to de

Christianize the gentiles -- with Hitler, of course, as the 

saviour of the gentiles -- that one of the forms t·heir attack 

on 'Christianity took was to treat it as a Jewish thing and 

therefore to be rejected by the Germans. 

One can even take this further. Hitler, the great liber

ator, once said to one of his followers who later left him,. 

perhaps because of this dictum and all it stood fora "Con

science is ~-Jewish invention. 015 Hitler was out to remove· 

the .invention and.its inventors.· 

This makes it clear, or at least;·;;strongly suggests, that 

behind the "racial" struggle stood a more.fundamental onea a 

war of religions not of Christianity versus· Judaism, but ot 

a new heathenism against the Jewish ~ Christian faith and 

tradition. 

!h!!1 was the central significance of the Jews in that 

drama, as central as that of the.relationship of Jews and 

Christians1 and of Christians -- the nominal and the other 

kind -- to Christianity and to humanity, 

But now I must get down to the White Rose, the rose that 

bloomed· despite the dynamism of 'the destroyers to which r·re

ferred last week. The Nazis undoubtedly were dynamic. 

"The White Rose" was the name chosen by a group of Munich 

students and a professor and friend of theirs when they 

launched a campaign of leaflets against the Nazis. They 

called them "Leaves or leaflets -- of ·the White Rose." 
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Its blooming was brief., . its p:r;ep~ration long. As for its 

after-effects -- who is :to ... say what they were or may be? 

The one woman among them, a girl of 21, her name was 

Sophie Scholl, had a dream the night before her execution a.nd 

told it to her cell-matea 

It was a sunny day, and i was ca;rrying a little 
child, dressed in a long white gown to be baptized• 
The path to the church led up a steep hill. But I 
was holding the child safely and surely in my arms. 
All of a sudden I ·found myself at the brink of ~ 
crevasse. I had just enough time to set the child 
down on the other side before I plunged into the 
abyss.16 · 

Willi Graf was the last of the six,to die. 17 His sister 

says that he "was not a dynamic person." That is probably 

what makes him the most impressive of the six to me. Let me 

give you her phrase in its context, and in her words• 

Willi was not a political type of person in the su
perficial sense. He had no natural inclination to 
revolutionary action. But when intellectual freedQm. 
of choice is not guaranteed, or development in ac
cordance with his own inner law, or simply being 
human, when a regime on the contrary negates all 
this and enforces.forms of thinking and of life 
which keep violating human dignity most deeplya 
then a young person with sound in·stincts and a sense 
of watchfulness and faith will rebel, If he is 
moreover plucky·and prepared for sacrifice and is 
confirmed and encouraged by likeminded tttends, 
then he must ~ctively resist such enslavement and 
finally become an antagonist of the spirit of the 
times. Thus Willi was driven to the role of having 
to rebel quite against his own disposition. 

And then she quotes the sentence which stands as motto over 

the whole short memoir of her brother. It is taken from the 
( 

First Epistle of James, verse 22. She found it in a diary 

her brother had kept in 1933 -- the first year of Hitler's 

power, when Willi was 15 -- where it stood s~ddenly, all by 
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itself, in the midst of boyish descriptions of group meetings 

and excuraions1 It was this sentence• "But be ye doers of 

the word, and not hearers only," 

She then goes on•· 

Ever since 19)4 the .conflict with National Social~ 
ism had been. a burning problem for Willi and his 
friend~. The question 'What should we J!2 against 
it?• became the cardinal point of their thinking, 
.Even the question of tyrannicide was discussed one 
night at their Easter meeting in i934,.,Tha friends 
were agreed that it was not enough to he indignant 
in small closed circles. ("They discuss." she 
quotes Willi on a visit by relatives, "the usual 
stuff, see the dangers, but think they.have to stick 
it out1" and mhe then continuesa) ·He wrestled with' 
these problems, just because he inclined far more 
to a contemplative life and habitually subordinated 
politics to metaphysical values. He was not a dy~ 
namic person1 on the contrary, he liked to keep 
hie reserve and loved order. But the constant oc
cupation of his thoughts with "our situation" (as. 
he called the definition of his own and his friends' 
attitude to their time) finally put him on the path 
that seemed to him inevitable. The determination 
to let his im~er attitude become daed grew slowly 
but steadily. When the war starte 1 Willi said f~om 
the outset that it must and that it would be lost. 
This conviction separated.him from many.people, even 
from some of .the friends of his youth who believed 
they had to defend their fatherland at all costs. 
His inner loneliness increased more and more4 and 
especially when he was drafted in January 19 0 and 
started training in a medical unit in· Munich,18 

After his final arrest, Graf himself was asked by the 

Gestapo•. the secret police, to give them an account of his 

life, And this is what he told.them• - -
He was born in 1918, in the Rhineland, In 1922 his 

family moved to the Saar. His father became a manager in a 

firm of wine wholesalers. Willi h~d two sisters, · The family 

led a co•fortable, though frugal, life. 

Religion was the center of the children•s education and 



they were taught to respect parents and superiors. Willj's 

father was a man of probity in his professional and private 

life and demanded the same of his children. He was severe 

when Willy showed signs.of dishonesty or disobedience. 

Willy's mother was affectionate and totally dedicated ~o her 

children and the welfare of her family. Willy was initiated 

into the observances apd life of the church at an early age. 

and .tne seasons were filled with the spirit of religion, 

(By that. I suppose. he meant that he experienced the seasons 

conaciously a~ parts of the church year.) 

At the age of 10 Will~ was sent to what the Germans call . 

a humanistisehes Gvmnasium• that is, a high school teaching 

Greek and Latin. His special inte·rests were German literature, 

religion,. and later Greek and music1 also geography and his-· 

tory. He liked to construct things in his free time, worked 

on light and bell systems. and tried to understand the mys

teries of radio. 

He liked to go walking, especially in the summer vacations, 

came to know and love his country and became a lover of nature. 

During his last years at school, he had a chance to visit far

away places in Germany, Italy, and Yugoslavia, and he relished 

the experience of dista.nt lands· and of different people with 

other customs. The precious memories of these walking tours 

sustained him throughout the rest of the year. 

His mother opened the eyes of her children, when they 

were still quite young. to the social and economic sufferings 

·of others. He was taught to.do without certain things so 
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that a poorer child could benefit. He occasionally accom

panied his mother on charitable missions, 19 

The actual phrase Graf used in his draft autobiography 

for the Gestapo wasa "Thus I learnt the significance ot per

sonal charity." He was clearly trying to stress the contrast 

to the welfare state approach of the Nazis. The document -

his police autobiography -- is characterized throughout by 

!!!2 thingsa the judicious omission of certain incriminating 

features of his bi~graphy of which I $hall speak later1 and 

the equally judicious inclusion of statements intended to edu

cate his enemies or at least to put on record the convictions 

that animated him. By "omissions .. I mean, for instance, the 

discretion observed on the precise nature and circumstances 

of those walking tours1 they were undertaken.-- at some risk 

by a very c··lose-knit illegal youth group.· By the attempt to 

educate -his enemies I. mean references t.o "p-ersonal charity," 

or religion -- even the appreciation of strange peoples and 

their ways. 

This brief life then continuesa Will~ said of himself 

that he always had a great need for attachment and had close 

frJiandships with playmates and schoolmates. This was the way 

that led him to the Catholic youth organizations to which.he 

belonged for many years and where his interest in religious 

and literary questions was further developed by likeminded 

companions. His religious and "ideological"· development was 

fairly unproblematic. He grew from the childlike notions 

·formed at home and in his first religious instruction into 



the big world of faith, in whoa• docttlnes he felt secure 

and protect•d• Even violent and long di•cusaions with boys 

who thought differently could only endanger this security 

temporarily, but.not in the long run.2~ 

L•t me here mention something not altogether irrelevant. 

Hia trienda' nicknam~ tor Will.~ was 11 111.lrmi." Nurmi was a 

famous Pi~niah long-dist~nce runner -- actually he ran what 

would now be called middle distances -- and a hero of the 

Olympic gamea of 1920, 1924 1 and 1928 especially Amsterdam, 

1928, where he won ) medals, Clearly Willj's friends pi~k•d 

on this name because of .Willi's tenacity and his capacity for 

independence, even loneliaees. Mr, Crockett says that one 

ot the most interesting things about Nurmi wae that he would 

warm up for two. hour.a be tore a· run. He was a th&Qldng run-

ner. 

Willt'• (police) aut.ob~ography continues• In November 

1937 he went to the university of Bonn to study medicine. 

Since the au11laer of 1.935.he had ~ee~.determined to become a 
~ . ; 

doctor, because, he said, he thought that would give him th·e 

beet opportunity to help others. "This seemed to me," I am 

quoting him verbatim now, •the most beautiful task, giving, 

as it does, a chance to put into· practice the commandment 

which to me is the moat compelling of all, to love my neigh

bour. But I also worked on philosophical and literary ques

tions in order to con~inue my intellectual education and to 

make finner th• ~truc~ure of my religious viewa.• 21 

(Actually hia sister says that if it had not been fqr 
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the Nazis, Willi would have gone into philosophy or theo

logy, not into medicinea and that he only chose that sub

ject of study because it was relatively free from ideologi

cal interferences yet that does not make Willi's statement 

to the Gestapo a lies it was merely less than the whole 

truth, and it gave him a chance to remind his captors of a 

commandment they also learnt as children, only perhaps less · 

well. Even the mention of the year 1935 as the year in which 

he decided to study medicine in order to help his.fellow-men 

may have been deliberate• that was the year in which the 

Saar. territory,· deta.ched from Germany by the Tr(!a~y. of Ver

sailles, had the plebiscite envisaged by th•t treaty and voted 

~o rejoin Germany. Willi and his friends had observed devel

opments in Germany with grow~ng alarms but until 1935 they 

had been rr·ee from the pressures to which the inhabitants' 

not to say the inmates, of the Reich were subjected.) 

He read a lot, Willi continued his official autobio

graphy, especially modern German ·writers and theologic~l· and 

philosophical works. He had time fo~ active sports and the 

enjoyment of music. 

I shall quote the end verbatim tooa •ouring these years 
' 

I experienced the smaller and larger conflicts between the 

church and offices of the state and party and could not under

stand them, because no state can have permanence -without re

ligion ••• All order is from God, be it the family, the state, 

or the people,n22 

This young man of 25 knew more clearly and firmly what 



even the boy of 15 had known when Hitler began to destroy 

the old order to build his own .. New Order. an order without 

God ... but with the. new idols of race· and people, and with 

the divine Fuehrer himself ·something between prophet and 

deity. 

Lutherans had greater trouble discerning and opposing 

·the ungodly nature of this new civil authority. They did 

not discuss tyrannicide in.t9J4, and ~ery few of them even 

later. 

Incidentally• I did not mean to advocate tyrannicide 

in the discussion the other day. I merely ~eant that it was 

a thing that might be considered in the face of murderous 

fanaticism. 

However, let us have a few more facts of Will;O;. Graf 's 

life.- T~eY com~ from his surviving sister, from friends, 

from letters and diaries. He belonged to a Catholic youth 

organization until it was suppressed, and then he belonged to 

an illegal successor organiza,ion. He made not concessions 

to associates he co~sidered faithless. When he was 15, in 1.9331 

ije struck off from his address book names of boys who had be

longed to his group and who were now in the Hitler Youth. He 

refused to join the Hitler Youth, although he was threateded 

with non-admission to the school leaving exam, the precondi

tion ot university entrance, unless he became a member. An 

early arrest in January 19)8 there were numbers of arrests 

for activities in.· illegal youth groups -- was terminated by 

l i . .2) 
an amnesty to CE!' ebrate the annexat on of Austria •. 



The autobiography he wrote for the Gestapo after his 

later arrest was, of course, not only aimed at not incrimina

ting himself, but also at not incriminating family and friends• 

Those ;vears of semi-illegality were a good training in care

ful formulation, And his qircumspection was combined with for~ 

~itude. Although he was kept alive for months after t~e 

execution of the ·others, bec•use the investigating authorities. 

hoped to get more facts and names and leads from him, with 

all kinds of threats, he did not.oblige. So in the end they 

cut off his head too~on 12 October 1943. 

He had also been a careful reader and given to writing 

things down that impressed him. With friends he trusted he 

loved to discuss the most serious" questions passionately and 

thoroughly, and preferably by night. 

The le.gal and later l.llegal youth groups also gave their 

members much training in the endurance of physical hardship 

and developed their resourcefulness and stamina. In fact 

Willj became exactly what Hitler wanted his boys, the Hitler 

Youth, to bes and he had put it in a winged word that Nazi 

youth leaders were forever quoting• "Tough as leather, 

swift as greyhounds, hard as steel." (Well -- Hitler actually 

said "Krupp steel.") But there was one vital differencea 

that w111i Graf combined these qualities with a mind of his 

own and an unshakable faith. 

A greyhound actually is a dog, though a very noble kind 

of dog, ?ou can condition the reflexes of a dog. You can 

condition the reflexes of human beings too. But you should 
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not try to make men into nothing but conditioned reflexes. 

And these are the chief lessons of the Nazi period to me1 

how terribly manipulable people are, especially in our twen-

tieth centurys but also that there are· limits to this mani--
pulability. And there is a ridera we must help to set the 

limits and defend them. 

Back to Willj Graf, though. He began his medical .studies 

in 19.37. In January 1940 he was called ··up and trained in a 

medical unit in ·Munich. This transfer separated him from 

his old friends. He served in Germany, on the Channel Coast,, 

in Belgium and france, Croatia and Serbia1 finally in Po

land and Russia. 

In April 1942 he.got study leave and returned to-Munich. 

Apart tram his m•dical studies, he worked in philosophy and 

theology· and took an increasing interest in liturgical ques,. 

tions and in psychology. When there ·was time, he did some 

fencing. He joined the Bach Choir and went to concerts 

whenever he could. 

It was then, looking for·new friends, that he got to 

know a brother and sister, Hans.and Sophie Scholl, and their 

friends Christoph Probst and Alexander Sch~orell. With them 

-- the .men were all medical students on leave from the army 

and Sophie a student of biology and philosophy and·musical 

psychology. They were all agreed in their opposition to the 

Nazis and shared many interests, chiefly in writing that 

mattered .and -- despite their different denominations, they were. 

united by shared Christian convictions. Jointly they came to 



the conclusion that they ought to engage in active propaganda 

against the Nazis and that this should now take. the form of 
24 leaflets. 

This may be the moment to describe the very different 

route by which Hans Scholl reached that point·. If the group 

had a ringleader, it was Hans Scholl. .!!! ma what is delllf! 

scribed as a "dynamic" per$on. 

Born in 1918, the same year as Will~ Graf, he was the 

son of .a small town mayor. But later the family moved to a 

~igger town, Ulm. They had three daughters and two sons, of 

whom Hans was the elder. They were Protestants, the mother 

probably more pious than the father. 

I am not sure what their politics were, only that the 

father was .opposed to the Nazis from the outset. Later he 

also spent :time in jail for this opposition. I do not know 

what form this opposition took. I only know that he called 

Hitler •tthe scourge of God." That may have been what did it. 

But it was long before, at the very beginning, that Hans 

Scholl, finding his father's disapproval of this great new 

llbvement reactionary, decided to join the Hitler Youth, and 

his brother and sisters followed him. 25 

·Ten ye~rs after Hitler nad come .to power, Dietrich Bon

hoeffer, a Protestant theologian opposed to the Nazis -- he 

later died on the gallows -- wrote of the great masquerade of 

evil. He said1 "For evil to appear disguised as light, be

neficence, historical necessity; and social justice, is sinp

~y bewildering to anyone bro\Jght up in the world of our 



traditional ethical conc.epts1 but for the Christian who 

bases his life on the Bible, it precisely confirms the radi

cal malice of evi1.•26 . 

It may seem strange now. But the masquerade ~ very 
I 

effective, And the youn~er Schells were swept away by·the 

idea of a real people's community, the social justice and 

equality promised by Hitler, and they joined the march of 

history. In doing that, Hans Scholl was not unlike many of' 

·other young Germans opposing their hidebound parents. 

It was not the Bible that showed Ha.:i~ Sc.holl the error 

of his way. To that he only came much later. What first 

put him off was the fact that the fellowship of the Hitler 

Youth had an element of regimentation -- something of the 

Gleichschaltung I mentioned last time. 

His surviving elder sister mentions an incident that 

gave !l!£ 

She writes1 

momentarily -- to thinks but the.moment passed. 

We were taken seriously -- taken seriously in a 
quite remarkable way -- and.that.aroused our en
thusiasm, We felt we belonged to a large, well
organised body that honoured and embraced every
one. from the ten year old to the grown mano We 
sensed that there was a· role for us in the his
toric process, in a movement that was transforming 
the masses into a Volk. We believed that.whatever 
bored us or gave us a feeling o~ distaste, would 
disappear of its~lf. Once a fifteen year old girl, 
after we had. gone to lie down under the wide, 
starry sky at the end of a long cycling tour, said 
in our tent, quite suddenly and out. of the blue, 
"Everything would be fine. but this thing about the 
Jews I just can't swallow." The troop leader as
sured us that Hitler knew what he was doing and for 
the sake of the greater good we would have to ac
cept certain difficult and incomprehensible things. 
But the girl was not satisfied with this answer, 
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Others took her side, and suddenly the attitudes in 
our varying home backgrounds were reflected in the 
conversation. I spent a restless night an that tent, 
but in the end w.e:.··were just too tired, and the next 
day was inexpressively splendid and filled with new 
experiences~ The conversation of the night before 
was for the moment forgotten. In our group there 
developed a sense of belonging that car~ied us safe~ 
ly through the difficulties and loneliness of ado
lescence, or at least ·gave us that illusion. 

The maddening.thing about Inge Scholl's book, if I may 

say so, is that she hardly ever gives a ~ fQr anything. 

But this sounds like an early incident to me, earlier than 

the·Nuernberg Laws ~ven -- let alone the pogrom of 19J8 or 

the deportations that started in the war. It probably took 

place about the time when nothing much was being done yet a

bout the Jews,- apart from verbal an.d pictorial vilification 

and the removal from the civil service. 

But it is another.matter she mentions as an early cause 

of her brother's discontent, He liked to sing.and ne sang 

to his.troop, accompanying himself on the guitar. What did 

he sing? The songs of the Hitler Youth -- and I have studied 

their official song book (edition· of 1_941) and was amazed to 

find many good songs in it. But Hans also sang foreign 

songs -- Norwegian or Russian, or something like that. His 

leaders forbade it. He disregarded the prohibition. They 

threaten·ed punishment. He got depressed, 

But there was a great experience in store for him. He 

was to be the flag bearer for his troop at the big a_nnual 

Party Rally in Nuernberg. He went with high hopes.J. and came 

back disillusioned. The full implications of the regimentation 

-- not only of the Hitler Youth, but of the whole show, all 
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or Get'man life as the Party clearly intended to fol'lll it in 

1 ts own image -- ·al.1 this had now come home to him •. 

And there was the odd book his leaders would not let him 

read, because the author was a Jew, or a pacifist. 

But the final break came after a promotion: Hans now 

had the rank or Fll).nlei~tflhrer (which meant being in charge or 
150 or so boys.} His troop had designed and made a banner 

for itself and sh~wed up with it at a parade before some 

higher-ups of the ff1tler Youth. A boy of twelve carried it. 

A superior Hitler Youth leader demanded its surrender. There 

were to be no private flags or emblems. The boy stood firm. 

He stood a bit less tinn when the surrender order was given 

for the third time.. Hans intervened. Be stepped forward_ and 

slapped the Hitler Youth superior. That was the end of his 
. -

care·er in th~ Ri tler Youth. His subsequent membeieship in an 

illegal youth group ended in arrest and some weeks in jail~ 

But he too, like Willi G~ar, benefited from the post-AnschlU§.! 

amnesty. 

Gttadually all the young Scholls heard or disturbing events 

things that happened to people they knew. They now asked thei 

rather about the meaning or some of this and it seems that old 

Scholl did call things by their proper names and even disabused 

his offspring of the notion -- very widespread in all those 

dreadful twelve years -- that whatever horrible things might 

be happening, they were the doing of wild or mean or sadistic 

subordinates or loeal potentates or tough men -- and that the 

Ffth re r did not know about them. 
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Father Scholl explained to his children that this really was 

unlikely, Hitler knew. Fatner Scholl also tried to exp!ain 

how such a man could come to power. (I don ··t suppose he 

found it any easier than·I do.) Finally it seems that he 

told his children that he wanted them to be free and upstand

ing, whatever the difficulties, 

That, at last, bridged the generation gap whiqh -- like 

many another gap -- Hitler had exploited so skillfully. 

I~ al:so sent Hans back· to the sources. the fowida.tions. 

Rilke was not m~oh help, neither was Stefan George. or another 

poet, Hoelde.rlin 1 nor was Nietzsche. Hans finally found 

Plato and Socrates, th~ early Christian authors, Augustine, 

and Pascals and the Bible, whose words, as his sister says, 

now acquired for him a new and surprising significance, an 

overwhelm~ng relevance and immediacy, and an undreamt of 

splendour • 

. He was a student of medicine now. And the war came. 

After a while he was drafted for a medical unit and served 

in the French campaign~ Then he was sent to Munich as a 

soldier-student, a member of a military student unit. It 

was a strange ·1ife, commuting between barracks and the uni

versity. and the clinic. And all this in a steadily worsenlng 

political climate, with oppression growing harsher every day 

and-more and more becoming known -- piecemeal and not always 

reliably about the crimes of the regime. 

It was mimeographed copies of a ·sermon of the Bishop of 

Muenster against e·uthanasia, the secret killing or incura~le~ 



which,, h.owever, cquld not be ·kept altogether secret, siaee 
' I • ~ ' •' •: _ ~ ': ' L • •• 

it ~~s C:l~.r:r;,ie,d on ipside Germany -- it was Bishop Galen• s 

pq'Q+~9 ~~~P\90 ~bo~t this crime, his denunciation of it as 

not- ori,+y ilQlllsnral but also illegal, a sermon· preached in a re-
·I. 1i • 

., ': ·~::· 

mote part of q,rmany, but disseminated throughout Germany in 

mimeographed copiell -~ secretly, of course -- that made Hans 

Soholl.thihk of leaflets as a possibility. He was relieved 

that someone, at last, had spoken, ope.nly. And, it seemed, 

such open speech cobld be spread. 

He was not alone. In partic'ul~r, he had a fatherly 

friend and mentor, Carl Muth, the former editor of a Catholic 

monthly, Hoch.}.and, now suppressed -"'." whom he had met in an 

almo•t accidental way and whom he thenceforth saw almost 

daily, learning all the while, and growing ~learer and stronger. 

There were others too. The underground intellectuals of 

Munich -- middle-aged or older men most of them, whom the 

Nazis had eliminated from public life -- were an impressive 

bunch. They included such pe.ople. as Theodor Haecker, trans

lator and exponent of Newman and Kierkegaard. 27 
•.•' 

Arid there w.ere friends among the· students, especially 

... m9ng th~ military-medical students• The closest among them 

was -was-·Alexander Schmorell, son of a Russian mother whom · 

~~'los~ ••~ an infant and who was brought up by a Russian 

nurse after the family's flight to Germany, where his father 

married again and became a well-known physician. Alex had a 

great an~ romantic love tor Russia, which he shared with his 

friends. Then there was Christoph Probst, the only one of 



them to be married, a very young father of two children, with 

a third on the way. And finally there was Willi Graf. 

Sophie Scholl came to Munich to study biology and philo

sophy in the spring of t942, when she had just turned 21, 

She was three years younge:ti than her brother Hans. She had 

had to do her labor yg war service before being allowed to 

become a student. Her philosophy professor was a man called 

Kurt Huber. He was a somewhat strange man, but, as far as 

the Scholle and their friends were concerned, the best man in. 

the university. They all went to his lectures on Leibniz and 

his Theodicy. And they got to know him better outside the 

university.too. And he introduced them to other people. 

They met for readings and discussions. 

In· the early summer of t 942 the. first leaflets turned up. 

Hans Scholl:·. had started them, and he had been so discreet 

that even his sister at first did not know he was connected 

with them until she saw a marked passage in a book he had. 

It was a passage in Schiller's es.say on the legislation of 

Lycurgus and Solon and was clearly the source of the first 

l.eaflet. This had had long quotations from the essaya 

Considered in.the light of what he wished to accom
plish, the legislation of Lycurgus is a masterpiece 
of ·political science and human psychology. He want
ed to establish a powerful, self-sustaining, inde
structible state. Political strength and durability 
were his aim, and this aim he accomplished insofar 
as circumstances permitted. The admiration aroused 
by a superficial glance at· his achieveme.nt must give 
way to strong condemnation when his aims are com
pared with those of humanity. Everything may be 
sacrificed to the best interests of the state ex-

·. oept the end ·which the state· itself is designed to 
serve. The state is not.an end in itself. It is 



important only as a means to the realization of an 
end which is no other than the development of all 
the faculties of man and cultural progress. If a 
constitution hinders this development, if it hinders 
intellectual progress, it is harmful. and worthless, 
no matter how ingeniously it is conceived and how 
perfectly it may function in its own way. Its dura
bility is to be regretted rather than admired. It 
is only a prolongation of evil. The longer such a 
state exists, the more detrimental it becomes ••• 

Political service was achieved and the ability to 
perform it was developed by sacrificing all moral 
sensibilities. Sparta knew nothing of conjugal 
love, maternal affection, filial piety, friendship. 

·It recognized only citizens and civil virtues ••• 

A state law required the inhuman treatment of 
slaves. In these hapless victims mankind itself 
was insulted and maltreated. In the Spartan code 
the dangerous principle was laid down that men were 
to be considered as a means, not as an end, thus 

· abolishing by law the foundations of natural rights 
and morality. All morality was sacrificed to a
chieve an end which can be valuable only as a means 
to the establishment of this morality ••• 

How much more beautiful is the spectacle of the 
rough warrior, Caius Marius, in his camp before 
Rome who sacrifices vengeance and victory because 
he cannot bear the sight of a mother's tears ••• 

The republic of Lycurgus could endure only if the 
mental development of the people was arrested, and 
thus it could maintain its existence only if it 
failed to fulfill the highest and only true purpose 
of political government. 

This firsi5 leat.fl(tt b.ad · lMqun w;t:bb the wends t 

Nothing is so unworthy of a civilized nation as al
lowing itself to be "governed" without opposition 
by an irresponsible clique subject to base inatincts. 
It is surely a fact that to-day every honest German 
is ashamed of his government. Who among us has any 
conception of the dimensions of the shame that will 
befall us and our children when one day the veil 
has fallen from our eyes and the most horrible of 
crimes -- crimes that infinitely exceed all measure 
-- reach the light of day? If the German people are 
already so corrupted and decayed in thair iniost 
being that they do not raise a hand and,frivolously 
trusting. in a questionable law of history,yield up 
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man•s highest possession, that which raises man a
bove alllother creatures, if they surrender free 
will, the freedom of man to seize and turn the 
wheel of history in accordance with rational deci
sions1 if they are so devoid of all individuality, 
have already gave so far along the road toward be
coming a spiritless and cowardly mass -8- then, then 
indeed they deserve their downfall ••• 2 

To anticipate, let me say that there were six leaflets 

in all, in thousands of copies. They were distributed anony~ 

mously and secretly. Those, many of them, that were sent 

through the mails, were mostly posted in the cities to which 

they were sent, in order to avoid any hint to the police that 

Munich was the headquarters of this activity. Risky train 

journeys were undertaken by several members of the group to 

take leaflets to cities like Stuttgart, Augsburg, Vienna, 

Salzburg. Willy Graf even took a duplicating machine to a 

friend in the West and recruited friends and sympathizers and 

collaborators where he could. Recipients were assured that 

their names had simply been taken from telephone directories 

to free them of the fear that they might be on some list and 

thus exposed to punishment. 

The leaflets usually had quotations towards the end of 

their text, as this first one used Schiller on the lawgivers. 

The second leaflet begana 

It is impossible to engage in intellectual discus
sion with National Socialism because there is noth
ing intellectual about it. It is false to speak of 
a National Socialist philosophy (Weltanschauung) 
for if there were such a thing, one world have to 
try by means of analysis and discussion either to 
prove its validity or to fight it. In reality, 
however, we have a totally different picturea even 
in its first beginnings this movement depended on 
the deception of one's fellowman, even then it was 
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rotten to the core and could save itself only by 
constant lies, After all, Hitler states in an ear
ly edition of "his" boo)c.{a book written in the 
worst German I have ever read, and yet it has been 
el.evated to the rank of a Bible in this nation of 
poets and thinkers)• 'It is unbelievable to what 
extent one must deceive a people in order to rule 
it.• If at the start this cancerous growth in the 
nation was not too noticeable, .it was only because 
there were still enough forces at work that oper
ated for the good, so that it was kept at bay, As 
it grew larger, however, and finally attained power ••• 
the tumor broke open, as it were ••• The ma.jori ty of 
former opponents went into hiding, the German in
telligentsia fled to a dark cellar, there, like 
night-shades away from light and sun, gradually to 
choke to death~ Now the end is at hand. Now it is 
our task to find one another again, to enlighten 
each other, never to forget and never to rest until 
even the last man is persuaded of the urgent need 
of his struggle· against this system. When thus a 
wave of rebellion goes through the land, when 'it 
is in the air,• when many join the cause, then in 
a last mighty effort this system can be shaken off. 
After all an end in terror is preferable to an end
less terror. 

The leaflet went on to speak of the murder of Jews ·--
,. 

J00,000 in Poland -- and of Poles, and of the need for more 

than compassion. Doing noth.ing constituted complicity. If 

they tolerated these things, Germans were guilty. Now that 

they had recognised the Na,zis in ·their true colours, G~rmans 

had the duty to destroy them. This leaflet ended with quo-

tat ions from Lao-Tse.29 

The third discussed forms of government and utopias --
the highest of them, it said, being the City of God. The 

present state was a dictatorship of evil. Something had to 

be done about it and cowardice must not hide behind·a cloak 

of prudence. Only passive resistance could be offered, but 

that must be offered wherever possible. Military victory 

over Bolshevism must not be the prime concern of Germans, but 
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on the contrary the defeat of the Nazis. There were sugges

tions for various forms of sabotage, though no blueprint for 

general action could be given and everyone should use what 

opportunities offered in whatever way seemed best. This leaf

let concluded with a quotation from Aristotle's Politics, a 

passage on tyranny.JO 

The fourth leaflet had an appeal to Christians to at

tack evil where it was strongest. It was strongest in the 

power of Hitler •. It had a quotation from Ecclesiastes and 

one from the German poet Novalis on Christianity as the 

foundation of peace. It also had a postscript, assuring the 

reader that The White Rose was not in the pay of any foreign 

power, addingi "Though we know that National Soci~list pow

er must be broken by military means, we are trying to a

chieve a renewal from ~ithin."Jt 

Then there was a long hiatus1 for the men were sent to 

Russia during the long vacations between semesters~ What 

they saw in the East confirmed them in their resolve. Hans 

saw Jews in labor gangs. All saw the miserable conditions 

prevailing in Poland. All fell in love with the Russians. 

When they returned to Munich in November, they resumed 

their secret work with redoubled energy and it became quite 

feverish. There were two more leaflets, the last a special 

appeal to students and it began with the· shock prod~ced by 

the staggering German defeat at Stalingrad. The students, 

the "intellectual w~rkers," should not allow themselves to 

become the tools .of the regime, but put an end to it. A re-
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cent incident at Munich university had shown that the students 

could stand up to the Party. The nation was looking to the 

stud.ents. It ended "Our people are rising up against the 

National Socialist enslavement of Europe in a fervent new 

breal(through of freedom and honor,"32 

The incident referred to had in fact been spec~acular 

and encouragings but it had also been unique. The Nazis saw 

to it that it remained unique. 

At the 470th anniversary celebrations of the university. 

the Bavarian Gauleiter had addressed a crowd of abQut JOOO 

students, many of them in uniform, on the mea~ing q:f the e

vent and of the place of students in the German struggle. 

As for women students, he had no objec~ion to their occupying 

places at the university,· but he did not see. why th.ey should 

not present the Fuehrer.with children, for instanc~ a son 

for every year at the universitya if they were not attrac

tive enough to get a man by their own efforts, he'd be glad 

to send one of his adjutants to,.·each one of them and they 

could be assured of an enjoyable experience. 

At this there was unrest in the auditorium. Women stu

dents in the gallery stood up, prepared to'.leave. They were 

stopped. The other students, especially those in qniform on 

the ground floor booed so much that the Gauleiter had to in

terrupt his speech. Later he did speak on, but th~ spell was 

broken and he kept being interrupted. He was furious and 

gave the order for the women students to be held in custody. 

The leader of the Nazi studen~ organization demanded a volun-
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tary identification of the women protesters upstairs. 24 

identified themselves and were arrested at once. The SS 

pushed the other students out of the auditorium. When they 

emerged from the building they found all the rest of the men 

students standing outside, like a wall, and giving them an o

vation. They had stood there for over an hou~. In groups 

they ~roke through the cordon, got inside, seized the Nazi 

stude~t leader, beat him up and held him as hostage until 

the women were set free. At that moment the police arrived. 

The students also turned on the police and fought their way 

through into the city. But some of them were arre~ted. The 

atmosphere, however, was electric. Students of the most di

vers,e disciplines suddenly found themselves acting together. 

And suddenly all were friends1 and the population qf Munich 

was on their" side. 

The Gauleiter called another meeting a couple of weeks 

la.ter and threatened to close the university if peace and 

order were not restored. The men·would be seQt to.the front, 

the women into the factories. But he also, apologized for 

his earlier speech. Those who had been arrested had been 

set free. Clearly the students had won, this round. But it 

was to be the only round. 

It may even have led to the end of the White Rqse. The 

Scholls and their friends were, of course·, immensely. heart

ened by this experience of spontaneous solidarity against a 

foulmouthed party functionary. But they may have overesti

mated the permanent potential that could be mobilized against 
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the Party. In any case they. now became bolder. They wrote 

things on the walls of Munich in the night• "Down with Hit

ler," and "Freedom." They managed not to get caught doing 

this. They were armed to shoot their way out if necessary.33 

But on 18 February 1943 Hans and Sophie took a suitcase 

full of eopies of the last leaflet to the university, spread 

them about in corridors and on the stairs while lectures were 

in progress and doors closed, and finally threw the rest down 

the central lightsh~ft from an upper floor. The janitor saw 

them and took instant action to apprehend them. They were 

arrested and taken away. 

That was on a Thursday. Their trial, together with 

Christoph Probst, was on the following Monday. It was conai.. 

ducted by the People's Court and they were sentenced to 

death and beheaded the same day.34 There was less than a 

week between th~ir being caught and being dead. 

Graf, Schmorell and Huber were also arrested and tried, 

together with eleven other defendants, in mid-April• The 

sentences ranged from acquittal to death. Three women stu

dents, for instance, got prison sentences for failing to re

port treasonable activities,35 

Graf, Huber, and Schmorell were sentenced to death, Hu

ber having already been expelled from the Faculty of the uni

versity by his colleagues. He had also been deprived of his 
' . 

doctorate,36 In the case of.the first three, incidentally, 

the Schells and Probst, there had been an assembly of the 

student body, called by the Nazi student organization, in the 
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evening of the day on which the three were executed, to de

nounce them and to declare the loyalty of the student body 

to the Fuehrer and the National Socialist Movement·. Atten:.. 

dance, again, at least according to the report of the Dis~ 

trict Student Leader, was about 3000,37 

The parents of Graf and Schmorell asked for clemency. 

Hitler personally turned down the request,38 Huber's pub

lisher asked for a stay of execution, to enable his· author 

to finish his book on Leibniz, arguing that it would redound 

to the greater glory of German culture. He was allowed to 

work on it in his; -pr1son cell until July, b_ut he did not 

finish his book before they took him to the guillotine,39 

There were about twenty of them in-use in Germany at that 

time, 

Willi Oraf died last, in October of that year, 1.94J. 

Before asking for your ·permission to add a postlude and 

a:.·postscript to our discussion on rhetoric in politics and 

the di.fference between manipulation and persuasion, I should 

like· to sum up in two sentences what the story of these stu

dents seems to me to shows In order to recognize manipula

tion and to think not only analytically but also construc

tively about politics, they needed Plato and Aristotle _and 

suchlike authors. To find the courage and strength needed 

to stand up to the power of the manipulators, they ~eeded 

faith, 

But here is a postlude, on a matter closely connected 

with the subject of rhetoric and persuasion. 
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~he five students of the White Rose all sang in the Munich 

Bach Choir, until the end. One day I hope to be able to find 

out .!h!!. they sang. But I can imagine what kind of thing it 

was. It was not all Bach but it was all serious music, I am 

sure, music whose words mattered. 

What you let out of your mouth always matters, of course. 

At a time when language has become debased, corrupted, mean-. 

ingless or prohibited, what you sing matters even more. It 

would be interesting to know what the Nazis allowed to be 

sung (and perhaps I shall have a chance to find out some time). 

I know that Haendel was censored -- some of Haendel. Willi 

Graf went to two performances of the Messiah in December 1942, 

his last advent season. After the first occasion he wrote in 

his diary that it was an indescribable experience. What im~ 

pressed him .. were the faith and piety behind the work. He 

went again, though the second time there was standing room 

only. Again he was deeply impressed, especially by the ari~ 

"I know that my Redeemer liveth.". He mentioned it again in 

a letter to his sister -- they had heard it together -- his 
\_, 

last letter, dictated to the prison chaplain before his 

execution. 40 

But Bach is much more powerful with his words than Haen

del and I just w.onder what the Nazis did with cantatas and 
J. - ... 

motets, or, for that matter, with the Magnificat -- ~usicr . 

that, for instance, mentions God's son or servant Israel. 

Could they allow it to be sung when they had decided to force 
'-I; 

every male Jew to have the middle name "Israel" on his pap(:!rs? 

1"'. 
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This was for purposes of identification and segregation, like 

the later edict forcing all Jews to wear the yellow Star of 

David on their clothes. Could the Na~is allow choirs to sing 

"Sing unto the Lord a new song, and his praise in the con

gregation of saints. Let Israel rejoice in him that made h~m1 

let the children of Zion be joyful in their King ••• ?" That 

is Psalm 149, verse 1 and 2, which Bach set in his motet 

"Singet dem Herrn ein neues Lied.• Or could they permit, even 

in Latinif: the singing of Luke 1, v. 54-55• 11He has helped 

his servant Israel, in remembrance of his mercy1 as he 

spoke to our fathers·, to Abraham and to his seed forever," 

seeing how .Bach hammers home the "Abraham" in his Magnificat .. 

and spreads the seed throughout the ages? Could the Nazis 

allow such words to be sung, especially when they were set in 

such persuasive and memorable ways? Or did they insist that 

only songs to the !l!U! lord or idol should be sung and those 

that did not too explicitly conflict with the new idolatry? 

I do not know all the relevant deliberations of the 

Ministry or Propagan.da or the Ministry of Education or the 

Reich Chamber of Music. They were the.controlling bodies for 

that kind of thing. But I know, for instance, that at one of 

his staff conferences in April 1942, Dr. Joseph Goebbels, ·the 

Minister of Popular Enlightenment and Propaganda, explained 

that he prohibited a broadcast of the Mo~art Reguie~ the pre

vious December because, and I quote, "its very sombre and 
. ,. _·; ' . 

world-negating text would have had a bad effect on moraleln 
:. :'"~· ... .. 

• • • ·-·1-':·. 
the exceptionally serious situation then preva1l1ng1" adding" 
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that this was, however, an exceptional case. One could not, 

hesa1d, "destroy or regard as non-existent the earlier cul

tural achievements of a people just because· the content of 

these cultural achievements .. ·ran "counter to a new ideology• 

and he explained "that a distinction must be made between a. 

historical approach and enjoyment of the cultural achieve-

ments or earlier periods on the one side and the development 

of one's own ideology on the other.•41 

The bodies charged with ideological control must have 

weighed the risk of dangerous Christian indoctrination on 

the one side against the risk, on the other side, not. only of 

jettisoning the German cultural heritage, but also of making 

the anti-Christian character of the. regime too clear. 

With the churches under pressure and severely circum

scribed in 'what.they were permitted to do and say, and per

secuted, and prosecuted, when they exceeded those limits, con

cert halls and choral societies were obvious places where the 

old creed might still be fostered surreptitiously. 

Lest you· think t.hat I overestimate this factor, .let me 

give you three examples, two on the Christian side, one on 

the Nazi side. A brother of Dietrich Bonhoeffer, not a par

ticularly churchy man, was in a Berlin jail under sentence of 

death. When the only surviving brother who was still at li

berty {Dietrich, too, was in prison) vis'ited his br.other 

Klaus and said how nice it was that Klaus could hear, in his 

mind·' s ear, the music of the Matthew Passion when he read the 

score he had in his pri.son cell, Klaus said a "But the words 
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also! The words!"42 

Willi Graf recorded in his diary on ? December 1942 (the 

day, incidentally, after that first Messiah) that he spent 

the first part of the evening singing in the Bach Choir. He 

thought it went quite well and addeda "The words of the 

Christmas songs and of the Schuetz motet have their special 

meaning. It is good to be able to do such things."4J Another 

thing he did right up to the end was to prepare and perform 

church litargies with his friends.44 Despite the soldiering 

and the medical stud.ies !!ll! the secret political work, he 

found time and clearly felt a need for it. 

The Nazis, on the other hand, made children, and grown

ups, sing songs .for their Movement and for Germany, and 

dinned into all the doctrine that there was arid would be no 

Germany but-.Hitler's Gerll8.ny. And the boys who had innumerable 

times sung the words -Germany, here we are1 we consecrate 

our death to thee as our smallest deeds when death comes to 

our ranks, we shall be the great .seed." were, of course, 

singing something plagiarized from Tertullian, a perversion 

of Tertullian, who said that the blood of the martyrs is the 

seed of Christians. These phild martyrs were sacrificed, 

and sacrificed themselves, !or the fatherland up to the last 

minutes of the war, manning the anti-aircraft guns and fight

ing the Russians at the approaches and in the streets of Berlin 

-- 15 and 16 year olds formed into local battalions. As a 

surviving female Hitler Youth leader put ita "They wanted to 

make true the vows of their songs."45 
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However relaxed Goebbels may have sounded in that 

Propaganda .Miniatry conference in t942, the internal intel

ligence network .of the SS never relaxed its vigilance where 

the church.es were conce·rned and kept complai,ning about "church 

music as a means of denominational propaganda.• "Denomina

tional" meant roughly what in America is sometimes called 

Sectarian," The word was used instead of "Christian," which 

was what was reall;t: meant. The fiction, which was very. 

strenuously maintained, was that the Nazi Party and Movement 

-- which in its official Party Program, promulgated in 1922 

and.never carried out, had subscribed to something nebuloua 

called 11Positive Christianity"46 (a matter I shall be glad 

to enlarge upon if asked) -- the fiction was that the Nas1• 

wanted abo"-9. all to untte all Germans and therefore had to 

fight the divisive activities of the Protestant and Catholic 

11 denominationa." But in thls Security Service report from 

which I have quoted, as in others, -it is crystal clear that 

what they were in tact fighting was the Christian faith it

self, and any attempt to foster it, This report, in October 

1940, complained of the systematic expansion of performances 

of church music all over the Reich, both in churches and in 

concert halls. These events, the report said, were of high 

quality and very popular, made most effective propaganda for 

the churches, and were apt to call forth' ovations from the 

audiences that amounted to demonstrations.4? 

In April 194J, a long report on church influence on the 

young had a special section on the dastardly use the churches 
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were making of singing as a vehicle of Christian education.48 

In January 1944, another long report on liturgical reform and 

the extra-mural promotion of church music, mentioned the fact 

that in Alsace, for instance, the Protestant church was sys-

' tematically replacing sentimental hymns of the 19th century 

by musically more valuable chorales of the time of the Refo·r

mation. Even brass music was being revived in the reform 

movement.49 

All this caused. great and, I think, ·justified c·oncern to 

the watchdogs of the regime. What they did not say, perhaps 

did not even realit~ (like the deaf adder that stoppeth her 

ear)50 was that brass in church music did not just add to the 

fun (or, as we might say here, enjoyment, as of cheese cake 

with. cherries) but has a rousing and invigorating effects 

they may not have known that the chorales of the time of the 

Reformation were not just musically superior to the soppy 

stuff of the Romantic era, but textually too. 

The Germans had begun before ·any other people to sing 

hymns in their own language. When Luther came, he not only 

translated the Bible, creatin~ something .that is worthy to 

stand beside the English Authorized Version (the American 

"King James Bible") but also, being very musi.cal, made the 

chorale into a most important and powerful vehicle of the new 

persuasion, making congregations sing. He put a lo~ of Catho

lic Latin hymns into German and wrote more himself. Since 

!h!D, the Protestants in Germany have always had the better 

hymns than the Catholics -- until both declined in the cen-
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tury of Beethoven, Schubert, and Wagner. When the crucial 

contlict W:ith the neo-pagan movement approached and during 

the crisis itself, most musical Christians, but especially 

the Protestants, realized they needed more to sustain them 

than the spineless songs of the t9th century, the needed 

words and music that really meant something. And whereas 

the Catholics were largely preserved from apostasy by the 

clarity of their doctrine and the prescribed observances of 

their faith, Protestants may be said, I think, to have been 

pulled out of their.initial confusion.not only by some of the 

more clearheaded and courageous parsons.and. laymen and lay

women, but also by a return to the truths proclaimed in Bible 

and Hymnal. 

And perhaps even wordless music, provided it is pure, 

has some such power.51 

Kurt Huber, this professor of philosophy, also taught -

and wrote on -- music, both the physiology and psychology of 

hearing and music, and, his special love, .!2.!!! music, the 

real rooted stuff - ... that was in fact being rooted out, 

trampled underfoot, by "the march of history," by this mass 

movement that called itself "voelkisch." Though physically. 

somewhat handicapped -- he had. had infantile paralysis --· he · 

went to great lengths to hear and preserve what still existed · 

of such music. A companion he once took on a musical moun

tain trip to a rather inaccessible part of the Bavarian Alps, 

to hear the yodelling.of the dairymaids there, reports that 
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•he·n they left and had already gone a certain distance, these 

wpmen sent a kind of farewell yodel after them. Huber stopped 

in his tracks, asked his companion for writing material, and 

jotted down the yodel in figured bass notation, As he did 

so, tears· of emotion streamed down his face,52 I th,ink I 

know.what that emotion was. It was the emotion that. made 

Victor Zuckerkandl speak· of "the miracle of the octave• and 

on which, if I understand him aright, st. Thomas (Aquinas) 

bases one of his proofs of God, the one from·"governance.• 

That may be an odd one to think of when the world was -- and 

still is so visibly out 9f joint. All the more moving, I 

would say, to hear or see an ex·ample, a representation, or 

· symbol of that governance. To hear the pre-established 

harmony, 
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